Increasing Value through Convenience

HOW DOES IT WORK?

From the consumer perspective, food costs can include not only monetary costs but also time and effort costs of acquiring, preparing, and eating those foods. Many low-income people don’t have a lot of free time (e.g., because they need to work multiple jobs as well as care for their family), so they often place a premium on convenience and saving time.

As such, firms that can find innovative ways to make a product more convenient or faster to prepare can enhance the perceived value of the product – increasing its effective affordability for the consumer. As firms working at scale and with industrial-scale equipment and trained employees can often process food more efficiently than home cooks, they may be able to keep the effective cost to the consumer (product cost, minus fuel costs and the value of cooking time) low enough to be affordable while still ensuring a profit for the firm.

Convenience can also work to attract customers to nutritious or new products that they previously considered too difficult or time-consuming to prepare, such as beans or whole grains.

WHAT ARE SOME EXAMPLES?

Smart Logistics Solutions, Kenya
This processor produced multiple bean-based convenience foods: pre-cooked dehydrated beans, bean flours, and bean-enhanced instant noodles. These could all be cooked in just a few minutes, with minimal fuel and water, creating a ‘modern and easy’ product from one traditionally seen as laborious and time-consuming.

Maggi (Nestle), Papua New Guinea
Maggi’s instant noodles were considered easier to prepare than the cheaper traditional staples, which helped them quickly penetrate the local market.

Kwanza Tukule, Kenya
This company produced and delivered pre-cooked beans to street vendors – who are mostly women and sell mostly to low-income laborers – using a phone app. This provided considerable convenience for the street vendors by cutting costs for both procurement and preparation; 63% of the firm’s client-vendors reported purchasing due to this time savings.

Nutri’Zaza, Madagascar
This independent social enterprise was initially started by the NGO GRET. It produced a fortified grain-and-legume infant flour sold ready-to-eat in low-income urban neighbourhoods, either at ‘baby restaurants’ or by door-to-door salespersons, as well as in a dried form at stores. A serving cost less than 10 US cents (or 4-8% of the budget of a minimum-wage family), and 12.9 million meals were distributed in 2020. The convenience of not needing to shop, cook, or fetch needed fuel and/or water was appreciated by local mothers and resulted in high levels of reach; 40% of caregivers reported the main advantage of the product was the time-savings.
WHAT SHOULD A FIRM CONSIDER?

It is not necessarily the case that a more convenient product will be affordable, even taking into account the time savings. To achieve affordability, the product must be reasonably cheap for the firm to prepare and package in a convenient form, and that savings must be passed on to the consumer.

Foods with enhanced convenience are often partially or fully cooked before reaching the customer, and thus may not be cooked (or even heated) by them. It is essential to ensure the safe handling and packaging of the food to prevent contamination before it reaches the consumer, and to provide clear instructions on whether any products need additional cooking.

HOW TO DEPLOY IT?

To deploy this approach, an entrepreneur could start by understanding the customer perspective on convenience: what do they currently find inconvenient about existing products, and how much value would they place on a more convenient alternative? Next, they could experiment with different product formulations to identify how a more convenient product could be created – including how it could be packaged, whether it would be shelf-stable, and how much it would cost. Comparing these costs to consumers’ willingness to pay for convenience would reveal if there was a viable business model to be found. If so, the entrepreneur would also need to consider how to market the product to make the added-value clear to the customer.

To Learn More:


While we hope this offered useful advice, users should always consider their company’s circumstances when adopting new approaches – and make sure that they are used as part of a broader viable business model. The examples cited come from a 2022 document review and may not be fully up to date.
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